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Part I
Discovering myself



Discovering your skills is an essential part of the job search process. Employers confirm that 
80-90% of all candidates interviewed do not know how to present their skills in a way that 
shows that they really have the ability to do the job.

Identifying your skills and presenting them clearly can help you get a better job quickly.
You will find out that you have the ability:
•   to impress the job interviewer by presenting your skills, demonstrating that you have the 
ability to do the job.
•   to write a biography that clearly emphasizes your skills, talents and accomplishments.
•   to write a good cover letter.
•   To clearly describe your skills when inquiring about a job.

Keep your confidence and present yourself as a skilled, competent and talented person who 
can offer a lot to a new employer.
In general, we could group our skills into three categories: Adaptive Skills, Transferable Skills, 
and Job Skills. You will find that many of your skills fall into more than one category.

Adaptive skills / Personal characteristics
Adaptive skills are often referred to as personal characteristics. These are the skills you use 
every day to adapt to different situations. They represent what you really are. Adaptive skills 
that employers particularly value include: reliability, honesty, and the ability to get along well 
with other people.

Transferable skills
These are general skills that can be used in various jobs. They are transferable and can serve as 
a bond from one job to another, or even from one career to another. These are skills that are 
learned in life in the same way that we learn them  in a workplace.
Examples of transferable skills are: teaching, problem solving, organizational skills.

The skills needed for the job
These skills are purely job-related. For example, an electrician should know how to install elec-
trical installations, know how to work with electricity and have many other skills relevant to 
this job. The skills required for the job also include training, education, license, or certificates, 
which are required to work a certain job.

Discovering Your Skills

Tool 1



Here you will find a list of adaptive skills that one person can have (this is not final list). 
Please, tick all of those skills that you have and you will find out how many skills you really 
have.

•         Coming regularly
•         Honest
•         Punctual
•         Following the instructions
•         Fits in well with others:
 -     associates
 -     to your superiors
 -     customers
•         Respects deadlines
•         A hard worker
•         Reliable
•         Conscientious
•         Motivated
•         Friendly minded
•         Happy
•         Learns quickly
•         Customizable
•         Helps to the others
•         Creative
•         Independent
•         Completing the tasks
•         Efficient
•         Determined
•         Vigorous
•         Enthusiastic
•         Clearly expressing
•         Practical
•         Open to new experiences
•         Optimistic
•         Solving problems
•         Positive
•         Patient
•         Physically strong
•         Confident

•         Having sense of humor
•         Responsible
•         Tactical
•         Persistent
•         Expert
•         Intuitive
•         Proud of his job
•         Safe
•         Motivated
•         Well organized
•         Full of understanding
•         A diplomat
•         Social
•         Thoughtful
•         Tolerant
•         Quiet
•         Safe
•         Careful

Discovering my Adaptive Skills 
/Personal Characteristics



First of all, go through the list and mark (   ) all the skills you have. Then go through the list 
again and star (  ) the skills you like to use. Add any other skill you have that is not on the list.
Working with people
Listening
Supervising
Management
Teaching
Interviewing
Negotiation
Mediation
Guidance
Decision making
Helping
Routing
Explaining
Planning
Coordination
Assigning jobs
Verbal communication
Correspondence
Public representation
Counseling
Coaching
Cooperation
Encouragement
Inspiration
Motivation
Persuasion
Sales

Working with information
Analyzing data or facts
Examination
Audit
Computing
Budget
Working with money
Financial management
Organizing
Evaluation
Research
Comparison
Working with accounts
Grouping of information
Focused on the details
Browsing
Observation
Copying
Text editing
Writing
Measurement
Translating
Organizing information

Working with things
Mounting
Construction
Supervising
Designing
Repair of equipment
Reconstruction of build-
ings
Working with equip-
ment
Working with machines
Drive
Handmade
Precision workmanship
Computer skills

Transferable Skills 
Creative-artistic skills
Painting
Graphic Design
Dance
Creative movements
Singing
Drawing
Acting
Musicals
Musical instruments
Composes music
Mimic
Creative writing
Photography
Cooking



They are related to the skills and training required for specific jobs. These also include the 
diplomas, permits, certificates you have that are required to do a particular job.
 
List the skills needed for the job; review the training you have undergone and all your paid and 
unpaid work experiences. List the diplomas, permits or certificates you have.

SOME IDEAS THAT CAN HELP YOU FIND YOUR SKILLS
 
 

Skills needed for job

• Write down the school you attended. For each school listed, list the sub-
jects you liked most as well as those subjects where you proved to be good stu-
dent. Record any achievements or awards you may have received. Go through 
the list and determine what skills you used. Consider how these skills relate to 
the job you are looking  for and how they will benefit your new employer.
 
• List all work experience, paid and unpaid. For each job, if you have worked, list 
achievements or awards if given. What did you contribute to the organization you 
worked for? What skills did you use? Now consider which of the following skills 
are related to your new job and how you can use them with your new employer.
 
• List important life experiences and achievements that you particularly enjoyed. 
Embrace hobbies, leisure, travel, etc. Determine what skills you used and how they 
relate to your new job, then think about how you can use them in your new job.

• Remind yourself of the goal you have achieved. Remember the difficulties that 
came your way to that goal, and how you overcame them. Describe in detail what 
you did, step by step, and identify what skills you used in the process. Embrace the 
adaptive, transferable and job-related skills. Now you see which of these skills 
are related to your new job and how you can use them with your new employer.



A guide to presenting your 
own skills to the employer

Tool 
1.2

SKILL OR QUALITY
I have experience in writing.

DETAILS WHEN, WHERE AND WHY YOU USED IT
I have modified our school’s annual catalog so that it is more interesting now and easier to read.

USEFUL RESULTS
In that school year, I received praise from a class teacher for successful work.

LINK TO A NEW JOB
I am convinced that this experience, skill and results will be valuable to your company.



Tool 2

A guide to presenting your 
own skills to the employer

Check list - Multiple Intelligence Assessment List for myself
Only an estimate
 
My name: _________________________________
This list makes a number of statements that relate to our abilities. Mark those statements 
that are most relevant to you. Leave the other claims unchecked.

Number Code The statement  
1 L I write better than most of my friends  
2 ML I solve arithmetic tasks by heart  
3 VS I read from maps, diagrams or graphs easier than text  
4 TK I am good at at least one sport  
5 M I sing beautifully  
6 INTER I quickly notice when someone in my area is worried or bothered 

by something without them telling them
 

7 INTRA I have a realistic picture of my advantages and disadvantages  
8 L I memorize quotes or nice phrases and use them in conversations  
9 ML I like to use the “what if” experiment  (eg, “what happens if I 

pour more roses with water than usual.”)
 

10 VS I can move in a new part of the city or in a new space very 
quickly.

 

11 TK I have skillful hands and can make objects (eg wood, paper, clay)  
12 M I recognize when someone misspells a note (when it “falsifies”)  
13 INTER Friends often turn to me for advice when they have a problem  
14 INTRA I know exactly how to describe what I feel at some point  
15 L I notice when people make mistakes in grammar or pronunciation 

of words
 

16 ML I regularly watch TV channels and read prints about science, 
technology, computers

 

17 VS I paint or draw well.  
18 TK I am good at running, skipping and other physical activities  
19 M I remember the tunes well  
20 INTER When I meet new people, I quickly notice the similarity between 

them and the people I already know
 

21 INTRA I like to do tasks alone, not in a group  
22 L I like to tell stories and others think of me as a good storyteller  
23 ML I love maths and science classes  
24 VS I can remember in detail the places I visited / visited (for example 

on a vacation or some trip).
 

25 TK I have good body coordination and they often say to me that I 
have coordinated movements

 

26 M I enjoy the sounds that come from nature  
27 INTER My friends love to be with me  
28 INTRA I often think about myself, my desires, and my options  



Evaluation of Multiple Intelligence 
Assessment for myself
This questionnaire assessing seven types of intelligence.
Count how many times you chose the statements:

Now star the group where you have 4 statements marked. This is probably your strongest in-
telligence, though you may not have developed it through skills and interests.
Now, mark the intelligence where you have 3 marked claims. These are also your strengths.
Whatever your strongest ability is, you need to find ways to use them. Keeping your career 
in line with your strengths makes learning and working easier, more interesting and more re-
warding. 
Howard Gardner, a professor at Harvard University and author of this intelligence division, also 
gave us descriptions that can help you understand your strengths:
 1. Linguistic Intelligence - refers to the ability to understand and produce oral speech 
and writing. Typical examples of professions in which people with advanced linguistic intelli-
gence work are writers, negotiators, and public relations representatives.
 2. Logical Mathematical Intelligence - the ability to analyze, logical reasoning, typical 
of scientists, economists, computer programmers. However, it should be noted that logical 
reasoning is expected in every profession, regardless of complexity.
 3. Visual - Spatial Intelligence The ability to visualize and create images in the head, 
typical of architects, navigators, artists, photographers, travel guides.
 4. Musical Intelligence - The ability to produce and recognize complex sounds. Typical 
of musicians and everyone else in the music industry such as tone masters, DJs, mix experts.
 5. Physical - kinesthetic intelligence - ability to successfully use the body, body move-
ments, dexterity in fingers and fists, precision of movement. Typical of athletes, surgeons, 
plumbers, artisans who produce through precision finger work. People who are skillful with 
their hands often do not even recognize that they have highly ranked intelligence.
 6. Interpersonal - the ability to communicate successfully with other people, to recog-
nize feelings in other people, and to adapt their own behavior to the situation. It is typical of 
successful sales people, good coaches, teachers, but also parents.
 7. Intrapersonal intelligence - the ability to recognize their own feelings, to create 
plans and goals, to analyze their own behavior and to use lessons from past situations in future 
activities.

REMEMBER:
Our ability or intelligence enables us to more easily master the tasks for which we have the 
appropriate capabilities and to be successful at work. But ability alone is not the only key to 
success. There are many people in the world who are very intelligent and at the same time 
unsuccessful and sad.

Questions TOTAL MARKINGS TYPE OF INTELLIGENCE
1, 8, 15 and 22  Linguistic
2, 9, 16 and 23  Mathematical logic
3, 10, 17 and 24  Visually - spatial
4, 11, 18 and 25  Physical - kinesthetic
5, 12, 19 and 26  Musical
6, 13, 20 and 27  Interpersonal
7, 14, 21 and 28  Intrapersonal



Tool
2.2

Multiple Intelligence Assessment 
List for my friend

Peer evaluation
 
Name of my friend: _________________________________
 
This list provides a number of statements regarding your friends’ abilities. Tick those state-
ments that are most relevant to him / her. Leave the other claims unchecked.

Number Code The statement  

1 L She writes better than most students  
2 ML She solves arithmetic tasks by heart  
3 VS She reads from maps, charts or graphs easier than text  
4 TK She is good at at least one sport  
5 M She sings beautifully  
6 INTER She quickly notices when someone in her/ his environment is worried 

or bothering him or her without telling them
 

7 INTRA She has a realistic picture of her advantages and disadvantages  
8 L She memorizes quotes or nice phrases and uses them in conversations  

9 ML She use “what if” experiment (eg. “What will happen if she pours 
rose to a greater amount of water than usual.”)

 

10 VS She can be quickly move in a new part of the city or in a new space.  
11 TK She has skillful hands and can make objects (eg wood, paper, clay)  
12 M She recognizes when someone misspells a note (when it “falsifies”)  
13 INTER She is often asked for advice when someone have a problem  
14 INTRA She knows exactly how to describe what she feels at some point  
15 L She notices when people make mistakes in grammar or pronunciation 

of words
 

16 ML She regularly watch TV channels and reads prints about science, 
technology, computers

 

17 VS She paints of draws very well  
18 TK She is good at running, skipping, and other physical activities  
19 M She remembers the tunes well  
20 INTER When she meets new people, she quickly notices the similarity 

between them and the people she already knew
 

21 INTRA She likes to do the tasks alone, rather than in a group  
22 L She likes to tell stories and other people consider her as a good 

storyteller
 

23 ML She loves math and science classes  
24 VS She can remember in detail the places she visited (for example on a 

vacation or some trip).
 

25 TK She has good body coordination and we often say for her that she 
has coordinated movements

 

26 M She enjoys the sounds that come from nature  
27 INTER Her friends like to be with her  
28 INTRA She often thinks about herself, her desires and possibilities  



Evaluation of Multiple Intelligence 
Assessment for my friend

In this paper you will only calculate how did you mark the intelligences for your friend.
Name and surname of your friend 1: _______________________________________

Questions TOTAL MARKINGS TYPE OF INTELLIGENCE

1, 8, 15 and 22  Linguistic

2, 9, 16 and 23  Mathematical logic

3, 10, 17 and 24  Visually - spatial

4, 11, 18 and 25  Physical - kinesthetic

5, 12, 19 and 26  Musical

6, 13, 20 and 27  Interpersonal

7, 14, 21 and 28  Intrapersonal

Name and surname of your friend 2: _______________________________________
 

Questions TOTAL MARKINGS TYPE OF INTELLIGENCE

1, 8, 15 and 22  Linguistic

2, 9, 16 and 23  Mathematical logic

3, 10, 17 and 24  Visually - spatial

4, 11, 18 and 25  Physical - kinesthetic

5, 12, 19 and 26  Musical

6, 13, 20 and 27  Interpersonal

7, 14, 21 and 28  Intrapersonal



Tool 3

Discovering my professional 
interests

Survey of professional interests

INSTRUCTIONS:
In front of you is a questionnaire about your interests and preferences, made up of three parts. 
After answering all the questions, go back to the beginning of the questionnaire and collect 
the points you have given on each question block and enter the result of the addition next to 
the letters below each block. In each part of the questionnaire you will get 6 results. At the 
end of the questionnaire there is a table with three rows referring to the three parts of the 
questionnaire and 6 columns referring to the results entered for each letter. Write down your 
results, calculate them by columns, and specify the two letters below in which you have the 
highest results. The letter with the highest score is your highest interest and the letter with the 
second highest result is your second highest interest. 



Activities – In this part of the survey, you will find listed several statements which describes 
skills, abilities and personal characteristics. Read carefully any of the statements and mark 
from 1 to 5 how much does it apply to you.

Does not 
apply to 
me at all

Does not 
apply to 

me

Neither 
apply nor 

do not 
apply

Applies to 
me

Applies 
to me 
at all

01r I am skilled with various 
machines 1 2 3 4 5

02r I have skilled hands and fingers. 1 2 3 4 5
03r I perform the best with the 

tasks for which there are clear 
instructions.

1 2 3 4 5

R=
04i I successfully solve the puzzles 

(riddles, anagrams, etc.). 1 2 3 4 5

05i I  can easily realize the flaws 
in the explanations given by 
other people.

1 2 3 4 5

06i I am curious. 1 2 3 4 5
I=

07a I am very successful with some 
forms of arts (eg. Painting, 
dancing, writing, design, etc.).

1 2 3 4 5

08a I am creative 1 2 3 4 5
09a I can recognize valuable work 

of art. 1 2 3 4 5

A=
10s I successfully teach others. 1 2 3 4 5
11s I sympathize with other 

people’s problems. 1 2 3 4 5

12s I understand interpersonal 
relationships. 1 2 3 4 5

S=
13e I’m convincing person 1 2 3 4 5
14e I am skilled in the guiding the 

other people 1 2 3 4 5

15e I’m good organizer 1 2 3 4 5
E=

16c I can successfully finding errors 
in crowd of numbers. 1 2 3 4 5

17c I’m good at arranging letters, 
paper documentation. 1 2 3 4 5

18c I’m good  with doing office jobs 1 2 3 4 5
C=



Interests - In this part of the questionnaire you will find a list of activities relevant to specific 
occupations. What activities would you like to deal with? Carefully read each sentence and on 
a scale of 1 to 5 highlight how much does it applies to you.

Does not 
apply to 
me at all

Does 
not 

apply to 
me

Neither 
apply nor 

do not 
apply

Applies 
to me

Applies 
to me 
at all

01r I’d like to handle machines, 
appliances, devices or tools. 1 2 3 4 5

02r I’d like to feed or train animals. 1 2 3 4 5
03r I’d like to grow fruit, vegetables or 

flowers. 1 2 3 4 5

R=
04i I’d like to deal with the investigation. 1 2 3 4 5
05i I’d like to conduct experiments. 1 2 3 4 5
06i I would like to work on developing 

new drugs, technologies, etc. 1 2 3 4 5

I=
07a I’d like to deal with music, dance or 

acting. 1 2 3 4 5

08a I’d like to deal with film and theatre 
directing. 1 2 3 4 5

09a I’d love to write poems or stories. 1 2 3 4 5
A=

10s I’d like to teach people. 1 2 3 4 5
11s I would love to help people solve 

their problems. 1 2 3 4 5

12s I would love to work with children. 1 2 3 4 5
S=

13e I would like to represent the company 
or institution. 1 2 3 4 5

14e I’d like to organize an advertising 
campaign. 1 2 3 4 5

15e I’d like to manage the enterprise or 
institution. 1 2 3 4 5

E=

16c I would love to work at the counter. 1 2 3 4 5
17c I’d like to keep business records. 1 2 3 4 5
18c I’d like to check the accuracy of the 

work of other people. 1 2 3 4 5

C=



Occupations - In this part of the questionnaire you will find listed some occupations. Please 
mark how much you like them or how much given occupation attracts you.

I do not like 
it at all

I do not like 
it

I like it a bit I like it I like it at all

01r Animals breeder 1 2 3 4 5
02r Car mechanic 1 2 3 4 5
03r Truck driver 1 2 3 4 5
04r Tailor 1 2 3 4 5

R=
05i Research Physicist 1 2 3 4 5
06i Chemist 1 2 3 4 5
07i Medical laboratory 1 2 3 4 5
08i Philosopher 1 2 3 4 5

I=
09a Painter 1 2 3 4 5
10a Actor 1 2 3 4 5
11a Musician 1 2 3 4 5
12a Movie director 1 2 3 4 5

A=
13s Pedagogue 1 2 3 4 5
14s Teacher 1 2 3 4 5
15s Social worker 1 2 3 4 5
16s Psychologist 1 2 3 4 5

S=

17e Director of the 
Company 1 2 3 4 5

18e Trader 1 2 3 4 5
19e The tour operator 1 2 3 4 5
20e Estate agent 1 2 3 4 5

E=
21c Counter 1 2 3 4 5
22c Finance officer 1 2 3 4 5
23c Bookkeeper 1 2 3 4 5
24c Cashier 1 2 3 4 5

C=

Now, when you have two letters, please visit the following link in order to find out which professions 
best suits your professional interests http://www.onetonline.org/find/descriptor/browse/Interests/

Activities

Interests

Occupations

Sum

R     I        A            S                E       C

1st:_________                   2nd:_____________ 



TYPES I PREFERENCES ACCORDING TO 
ACTIVITIES AND ACTIVITIES

VALUES (what values   most) SEE YOURSELF AS ...

REALISTIC (R) Manipulation of machines, 
tools or things

Material awards for 
tangible achievements

Practical, conservative, 
hand-skillful and capable of 
mechanics; less developed 
social skills

RESEARCH (I) Research, understanding, 
prediction and control of 
natural and social phenomena

Knowledge development 
and acquisition

Analytical, intelligent, 
skeptical, academically gifted 
- less developed interpersonal 
skills

ARTIST (A) Writing, music or other 
artistic activities

Creative expression of 
ideas, emotions or moods

Open to experience, creative, 
intelligent - less developed 
office / organizational skills

SOCIAL (S) Assisting, teaching, 
counseling, providing services 
to others through personal 
interaction

Caring for the welfare of 
others, social services

Empathic, patient, highly 
developed interpersonal 
skills; less pronounced 
mechanical ability

ENTREPRENEURIAL (E) Persuading, leading, or 
managing other people

Material rewards and 
social status

Able to sell and persuade; less 
developed academic ability

CONVENTIONAL (C) Establishing and maintaining 
order and routine, introducing 
standards

Mate r CIAL and financial 
achievements, the power 
of the social, business or 
political agenda

Technically skilled in politics 
or production; less developed 
artistic skills

Typ

es

Types



TYPES I

REALISTIC (R)

RESEARCH (I)

ARTIST (A)

SOCIAL (S)

ENTREPRENEURIAL (E)

CONVENTIONAL (C)

ANOTHER SEE THEM AS ... AVOID ... TYPICAL INTERESTS

Normal, average, direct in 
communication

Interacting with people Car mechanic, driver, 
optician

Asocial, intelligent, cool, 
rational

Persuading others or 
activities involving sales

Physician, biologist, 
mathematician

Unusual, disorganized, 
creative

Routine, conformism and 
established rules

Painter, musician, actor

Caring, open to people, 
cooperative

Mechanical and technical 
activities

Educator, teacher, 
psychologist

Energetic, interesting to 
others

Scientific, intellectual and 
predetermined topics

Economist, manager

Careful, conformist Unclear or unstructured 
tasks

Accountant, Inspector, 
Flight Controller

Typ

es

Types



Tool 4 Work Value survey
The following list describes the different pleasures that people have from their 
work. Look at the definitions and evaluate how important each is to you. Use a 
scale from 1 to 4 where:

Value Description Rating 1 - 4

Contribution to 
society

Doing something that contributes to the improvement of society in 
which I live

 

Helping others Being involved in directly helping others to solve their problems, either 
individually or in groups

 

Public contacts Have a lot of daily contacts with people  

Working with 
other people

Have close working relationships with colleagues - teamwork and 
collaboration

 

Interpersonal 
relationship

Friendships and understanding among people with whom a person 
cooperates

 

Belonging Being recognized as a member of an organization or group  

Using abilities The opportunity that your own abilities, skills and knowledge achieve 
its full potential

 

Achievement Considerable work effects, high level of performance and satisfaction 
with the job successfully completed

 

Going forward Possibility of promotion and improvement, or improvement of one’s 
position

 

Aestheticism Possibility of aesthetic design and satisfaction with the beauty of the 
environment

 

Independence Independence in action, self-initiative problem solving and independent 
decision making

 

Creativity Ability to think and solve atypical, invent and create new objects, 
procedures or ideas

 

Economic 
security

Satisfactory income and secure employment, high and stable standard 
of living

 

Lifestyle Freedom to live and the ability to behave according to one’s own 
standards and values

 

Personality 
development

Possibility of self-development and self-fulfillment  

Physical activity Possibility of physical activity and development  

Prestige Respect and reputation in society, recognition for personal qualities 
and achievements

 

Risk The challenge of danger, the feeling of excitement at uncertain and 
daring ventures of any kind

 

Variety Change and diversity in life  

Working 
conditions

Good physical working and living conditions (nice office, building, etc.)  

Cultural identity Attachment and work with people of their own ethnic or religious 
background

 

Participation in 
decision making

Possibility of equal participation in making important decisions  

1- It doesn’t matter to me     
2- It doesn’t matter to me     
3- It’s pretty important     
4- It is very important to choose my job or profession



Now look at the list and select the 5 most important values from the list. Enter them below 
by writing the one that is most important to you, then the one that is second in importance 
and so on to the heel.
 
1. ______________________________________________________________
2. ______________________________________________________________
3. ______________________________________________________________
4. ______________________________________________________________
5. ______________________________________________________________
 

Tool
4.2

Close your eyes and try to imagine your ideal or your workday. Don’t think about reality, let 
your imagination run wild. Imagine what you would do. Then open your eyes try to answer 
on the following questions:
 
1. What time do you wake up?
2. What do you dress for work?
3. What are you doing to get ready for the job?
4. Do you work because you have to or because you want to work?
5. How many hours do you spend on work?
6. Do you do anything on your way to work place?
7. How do you travel to your work place? How far is your workplace from home?
8. Describe what your workplace looks like
9. What type of work do you do?
10. How long have you been working in that workplace?
11. How are you paid?
12. Do you have additional benefits (car, cell phone, ...)?
13. Do you plan what you will do or does someone else do it for you?
14. Do you work alone or in a team?
15. With whom are you working with (with data, people, things, nature, some combina-
tion)?
16. Describe the people who work with you?
17. To whom do you report your work?
18. What do you like about your job and profession?
19. How long do you think you will stay in this job?
20. Are you thinking about the next steps for moving forward?
21. What is the most you want to achieve in this workplace?

When you are done with answering on this question to yourself, mark with N the things you 
consider as necessary to have on a job, with W mark the things that you would like to have 
on a job, but it is not necessary so, and mark with U the things that you consider as not im-
portant for you to have on the job.

Describe your ideal 
work day



Tool 5

Volunteer Motivation 
Inventory

On this piece of paper, please choose how much the above statement applies to you. This is 
not a test and there are no right and wrong answers here. So you don’t have to spend a lot of 
time thinking about your answers.

 Not 
relevant 

at all

Not 
relevant

Can’t 
decide

Relevant Relevant 
at all

I feel it is important to help others      

I can do something in case it matters to me      

I feel compassion for people in need      

Volunteering can help me open the door for the 
job which I’d like to do in a future

     

I can make contacts that can help me in my 
business or career

     

The volunteer experience will come in handy 
for my CV

     

Volunteering can allow me to learn about 
different options in my career development

     

I can recognize my own strengths      

I can learn new skills through direct, hands-on 
experience

     

Volunteering can allow me to develop new 
perspectives on things

     

Volunteering is an important activity for people 
I respect

     

Volunteering makes me feel needed      

Volunteering helps me cope with some of my 
own problems

     

Volunteering allows me to visit other countries 
more easily

     

Volunteering allows me to visit other countries 
cheaper

     

Volunteering helps me get out of the place 
where I live

     

Total answers:      



After completing this questionnaire, count all the answers for each offered option. In the pic-
ture below, for each offered answer, color or fill as many fields as you gave for each offered 
option. After that, you will get a scale of your motivation to volunteer. The higher the number 
of fields on the right, the greater your motivation to volunteer, while the larger number of 
fields on the left tells you that you are very little motivated to volunteer.



Tool 6

Study or work

In the fields below, state your reasons for studying (left column), as well as your reasons for 
not studying (right column)

I should study because: I should not study because:

If I decided to study, then I would most like to study: (state what you would like to study):
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
_____ _______________________________



Tool 
6.1

 Job Information Form

Use this form to gather information about the job that interests you. You may need to talk to 
certain people who know this job to enter information in this form, or you may need to search 
for some information online or in other media or other places. It is important that the infor-
mation you enter in this form is as complete and accurate as possible, as this will help you later 
find the right job for yourself.

Job / Occupation Name: _______________________________________________________
____________________ _______________________________________________________

Duties and responsibilities: _____________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

Nature (description) of the job: __________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

Specific skills or the skill required to perform this job:
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

How the job is done: __________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

Where is the workplace: ________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

Whether the job is primarily done with other people, with information, ideas or things: 
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________



What is the working time: ______________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

What is the average salary: _____________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
 
How much workplace offers the opportunity for promotion: ___________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

What are the long-term consequences of doing this job: ____________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

What education / school is required to perform this work: _____________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

Things I like most about this job: _________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

Things I don’t like about this job: _________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

Other information I consider essential for this job: __________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________



Tool 7

Summing up

List of my skills, values, professional interests and abilities
 
After collecting as much information as possible about the jobs you are interested in, now on 
this sheet of paper, you will first list your results that you have discovered / achieved by com-
pleting the questionnaire in the previous parts. Use your portfolio to remind yourself:

Skills
 1. Specify your adaptive skills: ____________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
 
 2. List your transferable skills that you starred in that you love: ___________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

Values
 1. Provide a list of work values that you have entered in the list of five most important 
values when completing the work value questionnaire:
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

Interests
 1. Provide a list of 5-10 occupations that match your score on the Professional Interests 
and Proficiency Test: __________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

Ability
 1. Please indicate the intelligence you marked with an asterisk and / or plus (+) on the 
Multiple Intelligence Questionnaire: ______________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________



Top list of my jobs / occupations
Based on your research on the jobs and results you have achieved by completing the various 
questionnaires in the previous parts, in the space below, you will list the occupations / jobs for 
which you have gathered information, and then in the fields next to (skills, values, interests, 
abilities) with numerical values from 1 to 5 indicate how much you think you possess the skills, 
values, professional interests and abilities required to do the job, where 1 will indicate that you 
do not possess any traits for the job and 5 that you possess all qualities you consider essential 
to the job.

Scale:
 1- I don’t own any traits     
 2- I own but very little     
 3- And I own and do not own     
 4- I possess a large number of traits     
 5- I possess all the necessary qualities    

After completing the spreadsheet, you will now in the field “Total result” collect all the entered 
values for each listed job, and then in the field below indicate the three jobs / occupations 
where you have the highest score

Name of the job / 
occupation

Skills Values Interests Ability The total 
result

      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      

1. _____________________________________________________________________

2. _____________________________________________________________________

3. _____________________________________________________________________

Top list of my jobs / occupations



Part II
Discovering job and
education opportunities



Workhop Session Plan

II.1 How many jobs are there? Do I qualify? 

Description:
This activity is both a chance to explore the vast array and depth of possible job opportunities 
and build self-confidence through a brief self-presentation. We begin with brainstorming dif-
ferent job sectors, listing all the possible positions in those particular sectors, coming up with 
specific skills, qualities, and experiences an employee would need for that position, and shar-
ing how the participant can fit their personal experiences/skills into those job descriptions. 
Through this exercise, participants will take their personal skillset and see just how open the 
job market is to them and the availabilities present.  At the end, everyone will give a short oral 
presentation about a job they feel equipped to apply for and what personal skills and experi-
ences prepare them for entering this particular market. 

Objectives:
- to understand and conceptualize the vast array of jobs and opportunities available 
- to gain self-confidence  
- to promote self-awareness and marketability
- to get creative and think outside of the box
- to practice presentational speaking and articulating what you can bring to the job of choice

Target group: unemployed youth

Estimated duration: 90min to 120min

Number of participants: The activity is designed for min of 2 to a maximum of 12 participants.

Materials:
 • flip chart or JamBoard or whiteboard if meeting in person 
 • paper, pens, and pencils
 • printed or digital examples of the selected tools
 • online meeting room 
 • projector if is a presential session
 • internet connection

TOOLS FOR DISCOVERING JOB AND EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

Tool 1



Tools for the workshop facilitator
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/16IkvrJsxREU6NWhdeQrekhSmTPnwIt5M 

Suggestions for Implementation:

 ● 10m: Welcome and presentations (participants and workshop objectives)
 ● 5m - Energizer 
 ● 10m: Brainstorm Job Sectors
On a JamBoard, Google Doc, or white board, encourage participants to shout out all the job 
sectors they can think of. If few people are proposing ideas, feel free to list some yourself and 
encourage everyone to say two different sectors. They should be broad and can be outlandish, 
silly, serious, or practical. This pool of jobs will serve as the basis of the exercise, so make sure 
there are plenty of varied sectors we can work with. 

 ● Ex: Transportation Industry 
 ● Ex: Healthcare Field 
 ● 
 ● 
 ● 
 ● 
 ● 
 ● 
 ● 

Job sectors and industries



 Divide the participants into groups and assign each group an equal selec-
tion of the proposed job sectors. If the workshop in online, you can use break out 
rooms. Instruct the groups to come up with a set of skills the employees of those 
sectors would need (i.e. Movie Industry: confidence, creativity, articulation, lan-
guage skills, etc.). Each group should have three or four different sectors that 
they can work with

 15 min - Group work

Ex: Transportation Industry

 

 ● Another Challenge 
 Give the groups another challenge by instructing them to identify all the different types 
of positions that could be available in their job sectors. For example, if a group is discussing 
the medical field, encourage them to brainstorm every type of job that makes up that field. 
They should end up with a long list of possibilities: doctor, nurse, nurse’s assistant, pharmacist, 
ambulance driver, medicine delivery person, doorman, security, hospital intern, etc. This is a 
great way to expand the participant’s ideas of what opportunities they have. Doctors aren’t 
the only important employee in the medical field! Have them make lists either online to be 
‘screen-shared’ or on a piece of paper that can be read out loud or transcribe on the white 
board. 
Here is a worksheet the participants can work on: 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1VmRVKgOlDOSypy-pYXk8m6FCcOd2572t-
pI4geDt62Uw/edit

 ● 20m – Coming back together 
 Come back together as an entire group to discuss their findings. Have each group talk 
briefly about their lists, sharing 2 or 3 sectors, the possible job opportunities, and the skills 
needed to work in these fields. It’s important for each group to show the different job oppor-
tunities they have come up with, perhaps this will spark an idea in another participant’s head. 
After all the group presentations are given, have a break and present the next section. 

Break - 15m: Turn some music on to make good environment.

Organized, timely, caring, careful, safe, etc. 
 

Job sectors Qualities associated



 ● 10m – Individual Analysis and Presentation Preparation
 Announce this is the final challenge of the workshop. It is time to apply for one of 
these positions. It can either be your dream job, or maybe you’ve found a career you’ve never 
thought of before this workshop! Take 10 minutes to organize your thoughts about why you 
would be the perfect candidate for this position. What’s the specific job title? Where is the 
geographic location? Where do you hope this job can take you in 10 years? What skills do you 
have that work perfectly for the job? What can you bring to the job? What will you take away 
from the job experience? What are you most excited about the job? 

 ● 20m – Individual presentations
 The most important part of the job search and application process is self-confidence 
and assurance that you are fit for the position. By presenting out loud your skills and announc-
ing your preparedness, you are demonstrating self-assurance and readiness. This exercise is 
something the participant can look back on when they apply to positions in the future. It also 
serves as a great brainstorming activity before you start writing your cover letter or CV for a 
company. Organizing your thoughts and visualizing the similarities between your experiences 
and the job you want allows you to feel comfortable during the process.  

 ● 10m – Reflection and Evaluation/Feedback
 Leave the last 10 minutes for reflection. Have participants respond out loud to the 
questions: What have you learned from this exercise? How do you feel about entering the job 
market? Do you find that this workshop made you feel more confident about beginning a job 
search? Were you surprised with how many job possibilities there are? Or just flow with the 
conversation and let the participants reflect on their experience. 

Industry Position Qualities of Position My Qualities
Ex: Medical Field Security Guard Safe, trustworthy, caring, 

on time, organized, 
respectful, cautious

I believe this is a great 
position for me because 
I share all the qualities 
needed to be a security 
guard. My family 
has always told me I 
am organized… I am 
cautious because… 



Workhop Session Plan

TOOLS FOR DISCOVERING JOB AND EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

II.2 Job support and Interviewing

Description:
This activity allows the participant to enter into a job finding mindset. Oftentimes, the hardest 
part is starting the processes. Many people get discouraged by how complicated the process 
appears to be. By finding someone in their community that can help guide them or at least 
explain what their job search looked like, the participant can visualize a blueprint by listen-
ing to others and getting some ideas. The workshop continues with a mock interview, where 
participants can demonstrate their communication skills and confidently articulate their pre-
paredness. 

Objectives:
- to find people in their community to look up to
- to gain self-confidence  
- to practice marketability
- to begin to understand an interview process
- to practice presentational speaking and articulating what their skills

Target group: unemployed youth

Estimated duration: 90min to 120min

Number of participants: The activity is designed for min of 2 to a maximum of 12 participants.

Materials:
 • flip chart or JamBoard or whiteboard if meeting in person 
 • paper, pens, and pencils
 • printed or digital examples of the selected tools
 • online meeting room 
 • projector if is a presential session
 • internet connection

Tools for the workshop Facilitator: 
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/16IkvrJsxREU6NWhdeQrekhSmTPnwIt5M

Tool 2



Suggestions for Implementation:

 ● 10m: Welcome and presentations (participants and workshop objectives)
 ● 5m - Energizer 
 ● 10m: Brainstorm Community Members

This is a personal activity for the participants. Set aside 10 minutes at the beginning of the 
workshop and prompt them to write down, think about, or draw who in their community 
they would turn to for career advice. This could be a parent, a friend, the owner of the corner 
grocery shop. Each participant should have a pen or pencil and a piece of paper. Ask questions 
like, who in your community inspires you to find a job? Who in your community would you 
go to for job advice? Who is a hard worker in your community? Would you feel comfortable 
approaching these community members for career advice? Encourage people to share what 
they’ve written down if they want to, but if they don’t want to that is okay too. This is more 
of a reflective exercise to allow the participants to focus on their particular community and 
network. 

Link to this worksheet: 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Atu0pyIjJnJfipymwKPovKUthNEAlJIBCYo2Zsv0KxY/
edit

Community Members

1.Write down the names of community members who are hard workers and inspire you: 
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
 
What do they do? What is their job?: _____________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

2. What are some qualities about them that you’ve noticed?
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

3. Write down some questions you could ask these community members about finding a job:
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
 
4. Why do they inspire you? What do you think makes them handworkers?
 _________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

At the end of this short exercise, encourage the participants to reach out to some of the com-
munity members they listed and start a conversation about the job market and ask them some 
questions listed. 



 ● 15m– Intro to Interviewing
 In this section, we will be talking about the most important part of a job application, 
the interview. In your job search, it is crucial to practice what an interview processes would 
look like. It’s hard to be questioned on your skills but practicing with friends is a great way to 
ease into the processes. Worried about not having a degree? Don’t stress, here is a helpful link 
to show the participants either on a projector or on Zoom  https://certes.co.uk/no-degree-7-
proven-ways-to-succeed-in-your-interview/

Interview Questions 
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/16IkvrJsxREU6NWhdeQrekhSmTPnwIt5M

 ● Tell me about yourself
 ● What are you biggest weaknesses? 
 ● What are your biggest strengths? 
 ● Where do you see yourself in five years? 
 ● Out of all the candidates, why should we hire you? 
 ● Why do you want this job? 
 ● What do you consider to be your biggest achievement? 
 ● Describe your dream job
 ● What kind of work environment do you like best? 
 ● Tell me about the toughest decision you had to make in the last six months
 ● Tell me about a time you disagreed with a decision. What did you do? 
 ● What can we expect from you in your first three months? 
 ● What do you like to do outside of work? 
 ● What questions do you have for me? 

 ● 20m – Individual mock interviews 
 Separate the larger group into pairs. In their groups they will ask each other these 
questions as a warmup for the interview. If in person, this part of the activity could be noisy 
if you’re in one room, depending on how many people there are. If online, use the breakout 
room feature to divide up the groups. Have one person pretend to be the interviewer at a fake 
company and the other person should pretend to be the applicant. Switch roles at 10 minutes. 
At the end of the 20 mins come back together and ask the group, what was the hardest ques-
tions? Why was it hard? What do you think a good answer to this question would be? Encour-
age dialogue and group discussion. 

Break - 15m: Turn some music on to make good environment.
 ● How would you feel about reporting to a person younger than you?



 ● 10m – Mock Interview 
 Announce this is the final challenge of the workshop. For those who are comfortable, 
invite people up to be interviewed in front of the others. This is helpful for participants be-
cause they can see how other people would answer interview questions. 

Choose other questions from this list that they haven’t worked with before: 
 ● How do you define success?
 ● How do you work under pressure?
 ● How would you feel about reporting to a person younger than you?
 ● Describe a time you went above and beyond.
 ● Tell me about the last mistake you made.
 ● What do you want to accomplish in the first 30 days of this job?
 ● Describe a time when you disagreed with a superior.
 ● Tell me about how you dealt with a difficult challenge in the workplace.
 ● What has been your most rewarding experience thus far?
 ● How would you deal with an angry or irate customer?
 ● Describe a time you chose to not help a teammate.
 ● Describe a time you went out of your way to help somebody.
 ● Describe a time when your work was criticized?
 ● What do you want to accomplish in the first 90 days of this job?
 ● How would you fire someone?

 ● 10m – Reflection and Evaluation/Feedback
 Leave the last 10 minutes for reflection. Have participants respond out loud to the 
questions: What have you learned from this exercise? How do you feel interviewing? Do you 
find that this workshop made you feel more confident about answering interview questions? 
What do you want to work on? What do you think you did well? Or just flow with the conver-
sation and let the participants reflect on their experience. 



Workhop Session Plan

TOOLS FOR DISCOVERING JOB AND EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

II.3 What are my resources? 

Description:
This workshop is a space where people can express their concerns about starting a job search 
without a degree. We start with a discussion space where the facilitator will ask guiding ques-
tions. Then, the facilitator will give a short presentation about some tips about how to pursue 
a career without a degree and offer some advice on where to start. Included in this workshop 
are some resources that may not be available all the time (i.e. websites, databases, etc.) and 
in that case feel free to add or remove any resource that doesn’t apply. 

Objectives:
- to create community
- to articulate concerns when entering the job market  
- to demonstrate the many possibilities available
- to make a plan 

Target group: unemployed youth

Estimated duration: 90min to 120min

Number of participants: The activity is designed for min of 2 to a maximum of 12 participants.

Materials:
 • flip chart or JamBoard or whiteboard if meeting in person 
 • paper, pens, and pencils
 • printed or digital examples of the selected tools
 • online meeting room 
 • projector if is a presential session
 • internet connection

Tools for the workshop Facilitator: 
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/16IkvrJsxREU6NWhdeQrekhSmTPnwIt5M 

Tool 3



Suggestions for Implementation:

 ● 10m: Welcome and presentations (participants and workshop objectives)
 ● 5m - Energizer 
 ● 15m: Opening Discussion Space and Community Norms

At the beginning of this session, the facilitator should outline a mutually agreed upon set of 
guidelines the participants should follow. The facilitator will announce that we will have a 
discussion space where people should feel comfortable being open and honest about their ex-
periences, fear, and worries. Ask the participants how to create a safe space. Involving the par-
ticipants in the formation of these guidelines will hold them accountable to upholding them. 

The facilitator might start off by suggesting the following: 
 - Confidentiality, don’t share someone’s experiences outside of the room 
 - Everyone shares this space, be respectful of everyone’s comments and ideas 
 - Don’t interrupt when someone is talking

The facilitator will have a talking stick (any physical object that will be passed around the room. 
The conversation will start with one person, who will then pass the talking stick to the person 
on their right. This will continue in a circle with each question. Remind the participants that it 
is ok to pass, they encouraged to share but don’t have to if they don’t want to.

Starting questions: 
 - What scares you the most about entering the job market? 
 - Do you feel good enough? Like you have the right credentials? 
 - Do you feel confident in your abilities? 
 - Would you consider getting a degree or getting a certificate? 
 - What are you really good at?
 - What area would you like to improve in? Or what would you like to learn? 

  ● 25m: Job Searching Without a Degree Presentation 

The facilitator will begin this PowerPoint presentation. Encourage participants to read the 
slides out loud one by one and offer and comments or questions.   

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/16IkvrJsxREU6NWhdeQrekhSmTPnwIt5M



● 10m: After the Presentation 

After the presentation, have participants write down a list of things they learned or a tentative 
plan for how they want to start or continue their job search. Keep the PowerPoint open so they 
see any resources they missed. Prompt them with ideas (cleaning up social media, writing a 
resume/cv, exploring free online classes, etc.)

● 20m: Sharing, Reflection, Evaluation and Feedback  

If people feel comfortable with sharing what they wrote down, have them share their ideas 
with the rest of the class. Speaking out loud and verbalizing your desires is a great way to 
build confidence and will encourage the participant to follow through with their plan more. By 
sharing, other people might think of something new or be inspired by someone else’s plan or 
questions. 

 Leave the last 10 minutes for reflection. Have participants respond out loud to the questions: 
What have you learned from this exercise? How do you feel about the PowerPoint? Do you 
find that this workshop made you feel more confident about starting your search? What do 
you want to work on? What are you confused about? Or just flow with the conversation and 
let the participants reflect on their experience. 

Facilitator: Write down the feedback from this exercise, this PowerPoint should be updated 
frequently with new and relevant information. If a piece of information listed is not accurate/
helpful please update it! 



Part III
Active Job Search 
and Integration in the 
labor market



Workhop Session Plan

TOOLS AT THE SERVICE OF PROFESSIONAL INTEGRATION/INCLUSION

Description:

The activity consists in the presentation and testing of some of the tools that can be a support 
in the preparation when we are applying for a job. Like a CV, motivation letter, personal goal 
setting and self-awareness and self-trust exercises.

Objectives:
- to experiment active job search methods and techniques 
- test tools to support professional and vocational orientation
- promote self-awareness and self-trust

Target group: unemployed young’s and Neet’s

Estimated duration: 120min to 180min

Number of participants: The activity is designed for min of 2 to a maximum of 12 participants.

Materials:
 • flip chart or JamBoard 
 • pens and pencils
 • printed or digital examples of the selected tools
 • aptop and columns
 • online meeting room 
 • projector if is a presential session
 • internet connection
 • CV’s of participants or Examples of CV’s

Tools for the workshop Facilitator: 
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/16IkvrJsxREU6NWhdeQrekhSmTPnwIt5M

Tools



Suggestions for Implementation:

 ● 10 m: Welcome and presentations (participants and workshop objectives)
 ● 5 m: Energizer 
 ● 20 m: Tree of Expectations (using the Tool Blob Tree)

 https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/16IkvrJsxREU6NWhdeQrekhSmTPnwIt5M 

 Present to the participants de Blob Tree and ask them to select one figure that express/
represents where they are now and other where they want to go/to reach regarding their 
dream Job. 5 min to select the figures, later 1 minute/per person to express to the group if 
they want.

 ● 20m/30m – My Dream Job SWOT Analysis  
 ● https://docs.google.com/document/u/1/d/1pMj0LMOoCWZifQZZcltAWe5t0lbRmd-
ys/edit?usp=drive_web&ouid=103806709583111958411&rtpof=true 

 Present to the participants de SWOT tool and ask them to fulfill having in mind their 
Dream Job. This can be done individually or in pairs and one participant ask to the other things 
to fill out the 4 areas of the SWOT. 10 to 15 min to fill it out depending on if is done in pairs or 
not. If the workshop in online, you can use break out rooms. Last moment can be to share 2 or 
3 example maximum, and then others can be add to a online drive folder shared with partici-
pants where the workshop.

 ● 15m – My Superpowers and Personal Goals 
 My Superpowers: Give 1 Post it for each participant where they have to write 10 per-
sonal characteristics. 2nd step (homework) is to ask 10 friends to send them 10 characteristics, 
in the end they will have 110 characteristics and will find a Padron that can help them to raise 
self-awareness and answer a lot of questions in job interviews.
Tool for online version: https://docs.google.com/document/d/15jSbERxNh7iLaqzssTAVze-bvh-
vjLlzs/edit?rtpof=true 

Personal Goals: If the Group is Mature you can use one of the 3 tools for goal setting, or just 
present them and they can make it later alone and send them back to you by email.

 ● Break - 15m: Turn some music on to make good environment.



 ● 30m - Wheel of Life
 Present the tool Wheel of Life to participants and give them 10m to fill it out having 
in mind their present satisfaction in each field and their Dream Job, the one they mentioned 
in the Blob Tree exercise. After you can join participants in pairs and ask them to fill out the 
objectives part using the same dynamic of the SWOT, where one participant make questions 
to the other one. For this you may need 15 to 20m. Is not recommend sharing later the results 
with the bigger group.
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1AhCTWC4aUPgE6IuyS2WDTTmxIBUy8D33/edit#-
heading=h.gjdgxs 

  ● 30m – Round Table of CV’s Models/Examples
 Present to participants during 10m to 15m, 3 or 4 models of CV’s, from Europass CV, to 
Canva. Then join them in pairs during 15m maximum and with their one CV’s or CV Examples 
that you selected before the session, ask them to make improvements and suggestions to 
make it a better CV according to the Job Position.  

  
 ● 30m - Magic Pot of Active Job search Tools:
 Give 10m to each participant in order he/ she can think or search in the moment for 
one good tool for Active Job search. People can already have it or can search for it in the mo-
ment. Then make a round where all can present the tool they selected.  

You can close the activity presenting to the group this complementary set of tools:
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/16IkvrJsxREU6NWhdeQrekhSmTPnwIt5M 

 ● 10/15: Closure: Reflection and Evaluation/Feedback
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